
 

SC NASP State Qualifier and State Championship Frequently Asked Questions:  

Below is a list of frequently asked questions to address the major changes to the 

Archery in the Schools state qualifier tournaments in 2020 and provide an answer 

to common questions we receive.  

Note: We encourage schools to support as many local tournaments as possible. 

The info in this FAQ document is for SC State Qualifier listed tournaments only. 

Q: How do I know if the event I am registering my archers for is a state 

qualifying tournament?  

A: A full list of 2020 SC NASP state qualifying bullseye and IBO 3D 

tournaments is listed here: SC Archery in the schools tournament info In 

addition all state qualifying events will  have SC NASP State Qualifier in the 

title at www.nasptournaments.org.  

 

Q: How many bullseye state qualifier tournaments can my school’s team or 
individuals participate in?  
A: Your school’s team can register and participate in up to two bullseye 
state qualifiers. We will be taking the top team score to qualify for state. If 
a team or individual(s) breaks the rule and ends up participating at more 
than two bullseye SC State Qualifiers, their top score(s) will be thrown out, 
and we will use subsequent scores to qualify for state. Note: Schools or 
individuals are not guaranteed an opportunity to participate at two events. 
This info pertains only to SC Bullseye State Qualifiers and not for all 
tournaments listed at www.nasptournament.org. 
 
Q: How many IBO 3D state qualifier tournaments can my school’s team or 
individuals participate in? 
A: Your school’s team can register and participate in one IBO 3D state 
qualifier. If a team or individual breaks the rule and ends up participating at 
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more than one IBO 3D State Qualifier, their top scores will be thrown out, 
and we will use subsequent scores to qualify for state. Note: This info 
pertains only to SC IBO 3D State Qualifiers and not for all tournaments 
listed at www.nasptournament.org  
 
Q: What is team size for a SC Bullseye state qualifier?  
A: 12-24 with at least 4 of the opposite gender. Note: Only one team per 
school is allowed to compete. You cannot register the max amount for a 
team, then continue to register individuals. Max 24 students can represent 
a Bullseye team/school.  
 
 
Q: What is team size for a SC IBO 3D State Qualifier?  
A: 6-12 with at least 2 of the opposite gender. Note: Only one team per 
school is allowed to compete. You cannot register the max amount for a 
team, then continue to register individuals. Max 12 students can represent 
an IBO 3D team/school. 
 
Q: What if my school (the word school is all encompassing to include 
homeschool, small school, charter school etc.) does not have enough 
students to form a team.  
A: You may register your school’s archers as individuals. The SC state 
qualifier rules still apply to individuals. 
 
 
Q: How will you determine who gets an invitation to the Bullseye State 
Championship. 
A: All team scores from all SC Bullseye state qualifiers will go into one 
database, and top ranking teams will be invited. Individuals from small 
schools with a qualifying score and top performing individuals with a 
qualifying individual score from a school team who’s school did not get 
invited may also be invited as an individual. Note: The bar for top scores 
continues to be raised annually, therefore, we do not state that teams with, 
example: a score of 3,000 or above get an invite. State invites are based off 
of the amount of slots we have to offer. Teams first, then individuals.  
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Q: How will you determine who gets an invitation to the IBO 3D State 
Championship. 
A: All team scores from all state qualifiers will go into one database and top 
ranking teams will be invited. Individuals from small schools with a 
qualifying score and top performing individuals with qualifying individual 
score from a school team who’s school did not get invited will also be 
invited as an individual. Note: The bar for top scores continues to be raised 
annually and therefore we do not say that teams with, example: a score of 
3,000 or above get an invite. State invites are based off of the amount of 
slots we have to offer. Teams first, then individuals.  
 
 Q: What is the cost per archer to participate at a SC Bullseye State Qualifier 
tournament? 
 A: $10 per archer. 
 
Q: What is the cost per archer to participate at a SC IBO 3D State Qualifier 
tournament? 
A: $10 per archer 
 
Q: What is the cost per archer to participate if invited to the State 
Championship in Sumter, SC. 
A: Free 
 
Q: When is registration for the state qualifying tournaments?  
A: The registration window for all SC State Qualifier tournaments is the 
same. 

 Pre-Registration: December 8, 2019 8am- December 13, 2019 4pm 

 Registration: December 16, 2019 7:30am- January 7, 2020 4pm. 

 Drop by Date: January 7, 2020 4pm. Note: drop by dates for 
tournaments will reopen at later dates specific to each tournament 

for last minute changes to your rosters, and you will be notified by 
email by the tournament administrator. 

 
Q: What do I do if the tournament I wanted to attend is full?  
A: Register for another tournament that has slots available. 
 



Q: I wasn’t able to register my team for 2 bullseye state qualifier 
tournaments. 
A: There is no guarantee your team will have an opportunity to participate 
at 2 bullseye state qualifier tournaments. Registration is on a first come 
bases during the registration window.  
 
Q: If I have a sick archer on the day of the state qualifier, can they still 
participate if we are invited to the state championship:  
A: Yes. The amount of archers you register and pay for at your state 
qualifier is the amount of students you are able to register for the state 
championship. Example: If you have a roster of 22 bullseye archers 
registered after the events drop by date for a state qualifier, you are 
responsible to pay for 22 archers’ registration on the day of the state 
qualifier tournament (regardless of no shows and sick archers). If your 
school receives an invite to the state championship, you can have a roster 
of 22 for state.  
 

Q: Can I sub out archers on my roster for another archer on the day of the 
tournament.  
A: Yes, you will be required to do this at registration on the day of the 
tournament. Max of 5 changes per team are allowed.  
 

Q: Why do we have to pay for no show or sick archers? 
 A: You took up a slot for that tournament. By paying for no shows, you are 
securing your roster slots if you are invited to the state championship. 
 

Q: What equipment do I need to bring to the tournament I registered for? 
 A: Refer to that events information listed at www.nasptournaments.org.  
 

Q: I have a question about the tournament I have registered for?  
A: Refer questions to the tournament administrator listed for your event at 
www.nasptournaments.org. 
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